Effect of heat source and chemical reaction on MHD flow past a vertical plate with variable temperature 3.0 Introduction
The study of MHD flow with heat and mass transfer plays an important role in chemical, mechanical and biological sciences. Some important applications are cooling of nuclear reactors, liquid metals fluid, power generation system and aero dynamics. Chamkha [7] has studied unsteady MHD convective heat and mass transfer past a semi-infinite vertical permeable moving plate with heat absorption. Muthukumarswamy and Janakiraman [112] have studied radiation effects on MHD flow moving through an isothermal vertical plate with variable mass diffusion. Again, Muthukumarswamy et al. [113] have analyzed mass transfer effects on exponentially accelerated isothermal vertical plate. Prasad et al. [146] have discussed radiation and mass transfer effects on two-dimensional flow past an impulsively started infinite vertical plate. Seth and Ansari [45] have studied the MHD natural convection flow past an impulsively moving vertical plate with ramped wall temperature in the presence of thermal diffusion with heat absorption. Rajput and Kumar [145] have analyzed the MHD flow past an impulsively started vertical plate with variable temperature and mass diffusion.
Seini and Makinde [150] have studiedMHD boundary layer flow due to exponential stretching surface with radiation and chemical reaction. They have arrived at some interesting result. Further, Shateyi and Makinde [136] also studied hydromagnetic stagnation-point flow towards a radially stretching convectively heated disk by using a spectral relaxation method with a Chebyshev spectral collocation method. A chemical reaction is said to be of first order if its reaction rate is directly proportional to the concentration itself, Cussler [32] . The effect of a chemical reaction on a moving isothermal vertical surface with suction has been studied by Muthucumarswamy [111] . Continuing this endeavor on the study of a chemical reaction, Kandasamy et al. [110] considered the chemical reaction and thermal stratification effects 51 over a vertically stretching surface. A viscous flow over a nonlinearly stretching sheet in the presence of chemical reaction and magnetic field has been studied by Raptis and Perdikis.[14] . Mahmoud [63] has discussed the chemical reaction effect on a mixed convection flow of heat and mass transfer along a semi-infinite vertical plate. Al-Qdat and Al-Azab [74] studied the influence of a chemical reaction on transient MHD free convection flow over a moving vertical plate. Mahapatra et al. [87] have studied the effects of chemical reaction on free convection flow through a porous medium bounded by a vertical surface.
Recently, Kar et al. [67] have analyzed the heat and mass transfer effects on a dissipative and radiative viscoelastic MHD flow over a stretching porous sheet.
In the present study we have extended the work of Rajput and Kumar [145] by incorporating heat source and chemical reaction. The analysis of the results obtained reveals that the flow field is influenced by the heat source and chemical reaction parameters. It is hoped that these results will not only provide useful information for application, but also will serve as a complement to the previous study.
Mathematical formulation
In our study we have considered the flow of unsteady viscous incompressible and electrically conducting fluid. The x -axis is taken along the plate in the upward direction and y -axis is perpendicular to it. A transverse magnetic field B0, of uniform strength is applied normal to the plate. The viscous dissipation, Julian dissipation and induced magnetic field have been neglected in the present model. Initially, the fluid and plate are at the same temperature T∞ and concentration C∞ in the stationary condition. At time t > 0, temperature of the plate is raised to Tw and the concentration level near the plate is raised linearly with respect to time. Under these assumptions and taking into account the Boussinesq and the boundary layer approximations, the system of momentum, energy and concentration equations are
Fig.3.1. Flow diagram
There is no convective acceleration term in the governing equations and hence the present flow model is related to slow motion and is valid for low Reynolds number less than one. Therefore, viscosity force dominates over the inertia force. Dropping the convective terms in governing equations definitely reduces the equations linear but that is not the sole objective. Even if nonlinear terms are there, the problem can be solved by applying Laplace Transform by quasi linearization technique. The method suggests that in the first iteration the nonlinear terms are neglected. The linear equation is solved under Laplace Transform. Then the solution so obtained is to be substituted in the whole equation consisting of the nonlinear part. The process is repeated till the sequence of solution attains a fixed value.
The following boundary conditions have been assumed: 
Method of solution
Introducing the following non dimensional quantities The corresponding initial and boundary conditions are
The corresponding boundary conditions are 
Nusselt number
The expression for the rate of heat ransfer in terms of Nusselt number (Nu) is given by
Sherwood number
The expression for the rate of mass ransfer in terms of Sherwood number (Sh) is given by 
Skin-friction
The expression for shear stress in terms of Skin-friction ( ) is given by
Results and Discussion
In order to get a physical insight into the problem, a representative set of results is shown graphically. Effects of the pertinent parameters are discussed below analyzing the graphs and tables. Fig.3.8 shows the effect of heat source parameter ( ) on the velocity profile. In this figure we have taken Pr = 0.71, M = 0.5, Gr = Gm = 2, Sc = 2, Kc = t = 1. It is interesting to note that increase in heat source parameter decreases the velocity of the flow. In presence of thermal sink (heat absorption) the velocity of the flow also reduces. Fig.3.9 shows the effect of time parameter (t) on the velocity field. In this figure we have taken Pr=0.71, M=0.5, Gr=Gm=2, Sc=2, Kc= =1. It is marked that as time increases the velocity of the fluid also increases. It is also marked from the two upper curves of the time parameter graph that the velocity of the fluid near the plate has a slight rise and then falls. It is observed that the increase in Schmidt number decreases the concentration distribution at all points of the flow domain. This shows that heavier diffusing species have a greater retarding effect on the concentration distribution of the flow field. It is also observed that an increase in chemical reaction parameter decreases the concentration distribution. Table- 3.1 presents the values of skin friction for different flow parameters. It is the friction between the fluid layer and the surface of the solid moving through it. Skin friction characterizes the frictional drag at the solid surface. It is remarked that the skin friction increases with an increase in Pr, M, Gr, Kc and t but decreases with an increase in Gm, Sc and . Table- 3.2 presents the values of Nusselt number for different flow parameters. In heat transfer at the surface within the fluid, the Nusselt number (Nu) is the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer across the boundary. It is observed that the Nusselt number increases with an increase in Pr,  and t. Table- 3.3 presents the values of Sherwood number for different flow parameters. In mass transfer at the surface within the fluid, the Sherwood number (Sh) is the ratio of convective to diffusive mass transfer across the boundary. It is to note that all the entries of 58 Sherwood number are positive. It is observed that the Sherwood number increases with an increase in Sc, Kc and t.
Conclusion
A theoretical study on MHD flow past a vertical plate with variable temperature in the presence of heat source and chemical reaction has been studied. The concluding remarks are as follows.

An increase in both Prandtl number and magnetic parameter decreases the velocity of the flow field. 
